Introduction
Welcome to Shapiro 2 - a “ Hybrid Shape-Shifting” Synth.
Shapiro 2 is an eight oscillator synth, offering a different approach to sound-generation,
using oscillators in matched pairs and allowing you to modulate the output in a range of
different ways.
Outputs from the oscillator-pairs passes through their own dynamic “shaping” processes.
First is an FM shaper - this isn’t FM synthesis, instead its using a sine wave to shape the
timbral output of the oscillator pairs.
Next is a “classic” Wave Shaper, this is followed by our one-of-a-kind Field processor,
that uses impulse responses in a convolution engine to move the timbre of the output.
Finally there is a dedicated filter section.
The output of all four voices is then combined and passed through the effects section,
then into a legato system derived from our work on orchestral ROMplers.
Shapiro 2 allows an unprecedented control over where and when modulation can be
applied, and the shape the modulation takes, to give you shifting and changing audio
output.
Shapiro 2 also comes with a 4-part per-voice Arpeggiator to allow you to build interesting
and unique melodic content.

Installation
Installing Shapiro 2 is really easy
When you unpack your product you should have these folders and files:
Windows
Shapiro 2 Installer 1.0.0.exe
MacOS
Shapiro 2.pkg
Running the installer(on windows) or package file(on Mac) will install Shapiro 2.
Windows Install
Windows users will be able to select one or both of the 32-bit and 64-bit VST
installations, as well as the 64-bit stand-alone version of Shapiro 2. The Installer will also
make a folder for the instrument containing the following;
1. a copy this manual
2. the uninstall program
3. a copy of the factory presets.
It will also add an item to your Start Menu so you can quickly access the manual and the
uninstall program.
Mac Install
Mac users will be able to install one or both of the VST and AU plug-Ins, as well as the
stand-alone version of Shapiro 2. The Mac package will also make an application folder
at:
/Applications/ChannelRobot/Shapiro 2
This will contain the following:
1. A copy of this manual
2. A copy of the factory presets.
Once you’ve run the installer/package you should refresh you plug-in list in your DAW
and the installed instrument will show up.

Authorise
Authorising Shapiro 2 is really easy
When you open Shapiro 2 for the first time it will ask you to authorise the plug-in (you
only need to do this once for the plug-in). Please enter the Authorisation code you
received on purchase, it will be a set of 4 x 5 numbers i.e. AAAAA-BBBBB-CCCCCDDDDD enter this code, including the dashes between the letters and press
AUTHORISE. The plug-in will authorise and show you the main page.

At this point its important to close the plug-in and re-open it, to be sure
it will play audio correctly.

When you re-open the plug-in it will find the authorisation and open on the main page
ready for you to use.

If you wish to run Shapiro 2 in Demo mode simply click the “RUN DEMO”, Shapiro 2 will
show you how many more “demo outings” you have available to you before you must
authorise Shapiro 2 to use it.

In demo mode you can use Shapiro 2 for up to 15 minutes. You can authorise Shapiro 2
at any time by restarting Shapiro 2.

Overall Settings
The top bar of the instrument contains the overall settings:
In the centre is the Presets Display. It displays the last loaded preset. You can page
through all the presets, forwards or backwards, using the two arrow keys next to the
preset name.
Click on the Preset name and the preset browser will open, see the preset browser
section in this manual to see how this works.
To the right of the Preset Display is the A/B slot comparison button and below it the
Morphing Slider.
The A/B Slot button allows you to compare two different sounds in Shaprio 2. You could
load the same sound into both slot A and B and then compare your edits against the
original, or you can load two completely different sounds into each slot. Simply click the
button to move between Slot A and Slot B.
The Morphing Slider is a power feature in Shaprio 2. Move the Morphing slider and
Shapiro 2 will morph the sound it is playing away from your selected slot and towards
the other slot. This is a great way to get completely new sounds from Shapiro 2. Note
that the contents of Slot A and Slot B are unchanged - if you want to keep your newly
found sound you will need to save it in a preset, at which point you can load it into a slot
just like any other preset.
To the left of these controls are the page buttons, for the five editing pages
available in Shapiro 2 - Voices, Effects/Control, Arp, CC and MPE
To the right of the page buttons is the Randomise control. Click this and Shapiro 2 will
randomise all the voices and the effects.
Finally there’s the settings cog. Use this in Stand-Alone mode to set the MIDI device
Shapiro 2 should listen for, and the channels it should listen on, and the audio device it
should route output to.

Voices Page
Shapiro 2 has 4 voices and each voice is configured and set up in the same way:

Voice Header

At the top of each voice section you have Solo and Mute controls. You can also click on
the text “Voice N” and change it to anything you would like - so you can have memorable
names for what each voice is doing like “Chiff”,“Body”,“Tail”, “Octave” etc.
Next along is the Preset Lock button - with this enabled Shapiro 2 will not overwrite the
current voice when you select a new preset.
Next is the Morphing Lock button - with this enabled Shapiro 2 will not include this voice
in any morphing activity.
Note: These two simple features allow you to keep parts of your current sound that you
like and replace or morph only those voices that you want to change. It’s a simple but
very powerful way to get new sounds from Shapiro 2 that are similar in some way to an
existing sound.
On the far right-hand side is the Voice Randomisation button. Click this and Shapiro 2 will
randomise just this voice, and reset its name to “Voice N”.
The randomisation system used in Shapiro 2 is customised to give you usable voices, it
can give you unexpected and strange sounds but rarely gives you something unusable.

Voice Control Panels

Here you can set the voice volume, pan and unison.
You can apply modulation to the volume and the pan.
You turn modulation on and off using the small V,S,L,E,G,K and A buttons - their outline will turn
orange when they are on.
You can modulate using the following: V(elocity), S(ample & Hold - kind of random). L(FO),
E(nvelope) , G(ate) and K(eyboard position). The A button is an LFO for Pan A(utomation).
See the modulation section for how to access and change these modulation sources.
Below the volume, pan and unison controls is the oscillator section. There are two oscillators in
each voice and you can select their shape here and how they are mixed together. Again you can
modulate this mixing process using V,S,L,E, G and K modulators.
Finally in this section is the Pitch Panel, here you can set the voice pitch in semitones (+/- 12) and
the fine detune amount. Again you can modulate these, in this case there are three modulation
sources D(rift - emulating older style synth tuning drift), L(FO) and E(nvelope)

Shaping Panels

In many ways this is the heart of Shapiro 2, and its unique features. In this section are controls to
shape and manipulate the sound being made by the oscillators.
There’s a “Shaping” button and a “Field” button, select one to display the controls for that type of
effect.

FM Shaping
FM shaping isn’t FM synthesis, instead Shapiro uses a Sine wave to frequency modulate the
source audio in subtle and interesting ways. There are two models here - Normal, which uses an
sine wave that can be detuned up to (+/-) 1 semi tone, and an octave model which uses a sine
wave that can be detuned (+/-) up to 12 semi-tones.
You select the model using the “12” button in the centre. The amount sets the amount of detuning,
and the depth sets the depth of the effect.

Wave Shaping
Next is the wave shaping section. You can select from a range of different curves to apply to the
output audio - giving you different levels and type of distortion. You can select the amount of this
effect to apply to the source audio and again you can modulate this mixing process using
V,S,L,E,G and K modulators.
Finally you can set a Bias amount which will make a subtle change to the audio in some cases.

Field Panel

The Field effect is unique to Channel Robot products, here you can use an impulse response file
in a convolution processor to change the timbre of the voice, sometimes radically.
First you can select the impulse response you wish to use, we’ve include a range in the product
that are mostly about making timbral changes to the sound source, though we couldn’t resist
throwing in a couple of reverbs too.
Below this drop-down box is the control to set the amount of effect, essentially the mix of dry and
wet signal.
The Field effect has its own automation process too, allowing you to set up ever changing Field
effects. In the centre is the start/stop button for this automation. The Field effect will travel
between a start and stop position when running. You set the start position of the automation when
the automation is turned off.
Move the mix control to any position and this will be treated as the centre/start point. Use the
Speed control to set the speed of the automation, and the depth control sets how far the
automation travels. Note you can, for instance, set the mix low and the depth high and the
automation will still be calculated on the mix start position, meaning in this example, that the
automation will rise a fair way and then fall to zero and stay there for a while before rising again.
Finally there’s a legato option, when this is OFF the automation will restart for every new note
pressed, when its ON the automation will continue and ignore new notes.

Filter Panel

In the filter panel you can set the filter type, the filter frequency and the filter resonance.
Like many other controls in Shapiro 2 the filter frequency can be modulated, again available here
are V,S,L,E,G and K modulators

Modulation System
Several controls in Shapiro 2 have dedicated modulation effects. Here’s each of them:
Velocity Modulation (The “V” button).
Click on any “V” button to turn Velocity Modulation on or off. Double-Click on the “V” button to
open the Velocity Modulation window:

At the top the window will show the type of modulation being edited and the voice it is assigned to.
Below this is a table for all the possible velocity values (0 to 127), and you can draw any shape
you like here. Click on the dark-grey line to add a node, right click a node to delete it. Hover your
mouse over a line segment and use the mouse wheel to change the curve being used in that
section.
Finally you can set the depth (amount) of velocity modulation to apply.
Once you are happy with your table click anywhere on the background of the window and it will
disappear.

Sample & Hold Modulation (The “S” button).
Click on any “S” button to turn Sample & Hold Modulation on or off. Double-Click on the “S” button
will open the Sample & Hold window:

Sample & Hold will add random values to its modulation target. You can set the speed of change,
the depth of modulation and the level of smoothing between these values. Again click on the
windows background to close it.

Modulation System continued.
LFO Modulation (The “L” button - or the “A” button).
Click on any “L” button to turn LFO Modulation on or off. Double-Click on the “L” button to open
the LFO Modulation window:

Here you can again draw the shape of the LFO you want to use. You can also set the LFO speed,
the depth of LFO to be applied, the smoothing to use between values.
In addition you can set whether the LFO loops or plays thru its cycle just once, and if it restarts on
new notes, or ignores new notes and continues the current cycle (legato).

Envelope Modulation (The “E” button ).
Click on any “E” button to turn Envelope Modulation on or off. Double-Click on the “E” button will
open the Envelope window:

Here you can add the amount of the envelope to use, the attack and decay times, the sustain level
and the release time for the envelope.

Gate Modulation (The “G” button ).
Click on any “G” button to turn Gate Modulation on or off. Double-Click on the “G” button will open
the Gate window:

Here you can set the number of steps you can use, from 4 to 128, the speed the gate uses to
move between steps, the depth of the effect and the smoothing between steps. Note: Slower
speeds like 1 Bar when combined with high number of steps gives you long slowly evolving
modulations up to 128 bars long.
In addition you can set whether the Gate loops or plays thru its cycle just once, and if it restarts on
new notes, or ignores new notes and continues the current cycle (legato).

Key Position Modulation (The “K” button ).
Click on any “K” button to turn Key Position Modulation on or off. Double-Click on the “K” button
will open the Key window:

This modulator will use the keyboard position of incoming notes to modulate its target, so low notes
will set the target to a lower value, and high notes will increase the target.
You can set the amount of effect this modulator has and you can invert its effect - so high notes set
the target low, and low notes set the target high..

Drift Modulation (The “D” button ).
The “D” button applies to pitch only. Click on the “D” button to turn Drift Modulation on or
off. Double-Click on the “D” button to open the Drift Modulation window:

The Drift Engine emulates older synths and their “ability” to drift in and out of tune
slightly, giving them a unique organic feel. Here Shapiro 2 allows you to set the drift
parameters per voice.
You can set the speed of the drift, its depth and the smoothing between the random
drifting positions.

Effects/Control Page
The Effects and Control page displays the available effects in Shapiro 2, as well as a
number of useful control settings.
The effects displayed are applied to the audio in the following sequence:
EQ→Saturation→Chorus→Phaser→Compressor→Delay→Reverb→Limiter
Pitch Bend
Shapiro 2 allows you to set an independent pitch bend for each voice, allowing some
truly interesting pitch bend effects. You can lock all the pitch bends to the same setting
using the Lock button, turn it on and change one of the voices pitch bend amount and all
the pitch bends are set to this new value.
Legato
This is how Shapiro 2 transitions from one played note to the next, useful in monophonic
mode. Here you can set the time and speed to “slide” to the new note.
Poly/Mono
Shapiro 2 is a polyphonic synth - but you can force it to being a monophonic synth here.
Key Ranges
Shapiro 2 allows you to se the keyboard range that each voice (and its Arp) will respond
to - so you can set up keyboard splits here for each voice - setting a high and a low value
that Shapiro 2 will “listen for” for each voice.

Arp Page
Shapiro 2 comes with a sophisticated, flexible and useful arpeggiator.
Each voice in Shapiro 2 has it own arpeggiator, so you can get some evolving polyrhythmic sequences pretty quickly.
Each Arp works in the same way
For each step of the arp you can use the three tables to set the velocity, note length and
pitch offset.
Below these tables are the overall arp controls.
You can turn On/Off each arp.
Set the number of steps in each arp (from 2 to 32)
Next set the tempo (tempo synced to your DAW).
Next set the amount of swing used between steps.
Next set the number of octaves used - so the arp will move sequentially thru the octaves
at the end of each play-back cycle

CC (Change Control) Page
Shapiro 2 provides “MIDI Learn” facilities like many other virtual instruments, simply right
click on any control and select “MIDI Learn” from the menu, move the CC controller you
wish to use for this element and Shapiro will assign this CC Number, and its values to
the selected element.
You can remove the CC control of an element in the same way - by right clicking and
selecting “Remove CC…”.
Here on the CC Management page you can see which interface elements have CC
controls assigned and you can define the way that Shapiro should interpret those
messages.
Shapiro 2 will list the CC number and the assigned interface element. You can select if
you wish the incoming CC values to be inverted for the element by clicking on
“normal/”inverted”. You can set the upper and lower limits that you want to use for the
element range by either dragging in the values or clicking and typing a new value.
Shapiro 2 will then scale the incoming CC values to this range.

Change Control & Modulators
Shapiro 2 has a range of dedicated modulators, but when it comes to affecting the
parameters of these modulators using CC messages then Shapiro 2 uses a slightly
different approach that you should bare in mind.
Each modulator is unique, but….it shares its UI with all modulators of the same type - so
all the LFO’s use the same interface and controls. This has consequences when you
assign a CC controller to one of these interface elements.
In the image above you will see a number of Modulator parameters set up in Shapio 2.
One assignment is LFO Depth - controlled by CC 35. So in this configuration when you
move CC 35 it will move the UI Element that controls LFO Depth and this will change the
depth of the LFO for THE LAST MODULATOR YOU SELECTED.
So if you want to have CC 35 change the depth of the Filter LFO in Voice 1 then all you
need do is open the modulators window for Voice 1’s Filter LFO(by double clicking it) and
Shapiro will assign the UI element to that modulator, and un-assign it from anywhere
else. You can reassign it to any other LFO (Volume, Mix, Pitch, Wave Shaping or Filter)
for any other voice, simply by opening your chosen modulators window.
This means you can only send CC values to one control for each modulator type (LFO,
Envelope, Gate, Sample & Hold) at any time, but it allows you to quickly re-assign CC
messages between voices and processing areas within a voice without having to do any
MIDI Learn.

MPE (MIDI Polyphonic Expression) Page
Shapiro 2 supports MPE, so you can use an MPE capable input device with Shapiro.
Note: if you are NOT using an MPE input device like a Linnstrument or ROLI Seaboard
then it’s probably best to have this set to disabled.
You can enable and disable MPE mode here on this page.
If you click on “Add MPE Modulator” you can select any of the MPE modulation sources
included in Shapiro 2.
If you click on the name of an enabled modulator Shapiro 2 will show you the response
curve it uses (which you can edit) and a plot of real-time values it is using.
.
You can also set the Gesture that the modulator will listen for, the intensity level (depth),
the amount of value smoothing Shapiro 2 will use and the default starting value that the
modulator will use.
You can add any or all the MPE modulators, and remove any or all of them with the x
button on the far-right of each row.

Presets
Shapiro 2 includes a preset browser, and comes with over 150 factory presets.
At the top of the interface you will see the name of the last loaded preset. Click on this
name to open the preset browser. Click again to close the preset browser, or click on the
dismiss “X” over on the right.

Preset browser
The preset browser is organised into Categories → Subcategories → presets
In each of these its possible to “Add” new elements, “Rename” a selected element and
“Delete” a selected element
In the presets section you must click on a preset to load it, you can page up and down
through the presets in a category with the up and down arrows to review the presets, but
this wont load or change the current preset. When you select a preset it loads into your
currently selected slot in Shapiro 2. You can also select/unselect a preset as a favourite
(the star icon).
You can search for a specific preset using the search box, or list all your favourites using
the “star button” to the left of the search box.
You can save a modified preset using the Save Preset button at the top right.

Stand-Alone Program
Settings
In the Stand-alone versions of Shapiro 2 you will need to set the MIDI input device, and
the MIDI channels Shapiro 2 should listen on, as well as the audio output device Shapiro
2 should send audio to.

In the top right of the stand-alone versions is the Cog Button, select this and Shapiro 2
will display a list of your MIDI input devices, the MIDI Channel selector and all the Audio
output devices it can find.

Simply select you input, channel and output preferences. Select the cog button again to
dismiss the settings page.

Here you can also set the audio buffer size and sample rate, the global BPM - used by
the modulators to define bar lengths, the UI zoom factor (you can zoom Shapiro2 out to
200% and down to 50%), the max number of voices Shapiro should use before “voice
stealing” and clear the cc message queue.

